Association of Professional Pipeline Surveyors Receives $100,000 PHMSA Grant for Nationwide Pipeline Safety Education Platform

WASHINGTON, D.C. – The Association of Professional Pipeline Surveyors (APPS) is proud to announce it is the recipient of a $100,000 Pipeline Safety Technical Assistance Grant (TAG) from the U.S. Department of Transportation’s Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA).

PHMSA awards TAGs to advance pipeline safety efforts at the local level for technical assistance, best practice guidance, and outreach training programs by providing funding to communities and non-profit organizations.

APPS received the grant to expand and enhance its nationwide pipeline surveyor training and educational curriculum. APPS’ curriculum informs surveyors about the unique, demanding, and dangerous responsibilities of pipeline work and how to execute their responsibilities safely. Among many important topics, APPS training educates surveyors about the critical importance of assuring their collected data is “traceable, verifiable, and complete” and comports with PHMSA’s TVC guidelines and requirements. Importantly, APPS also helps pipeline operators mitigate dangers to pipeline professionals and the communities their pipeline assets serve.

APPS executive director Aaron Grau said, “We are very grateful to PHMSA for its support of our programming and very excited to begin providing our safety training more broadly across the country. This grant will allow APPS to reach more surveyors, impact more pipeline projects, and help assure their safety and reliability.”

For additional information, contact:

Aaron Grau, Executive Director
Association of Professional Pipeline Surveyors
Aaron.grau@pipelinesurveyor.org
412-480-1809

The Association of Professional Pipeline Surveyors is dedicated to building a qualified and informed pipeline surveyor workforce through pipeline-specific surveyor advanced trainings and certification, and access to important industry updates.